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Faithfulness
n/a
Ready:
Now above all, my brothers, do not swear, either by heaven or by earth or with any other oath.
Your ?yes? must be ?yes,? and your ?no? must be ?no,? so that you won?t fall under
judgment.?James 5:12

Set
The statement, ?Your ?yes? must be ?yes,? and your ?no? must be ?no? ? is at the heart of
what it means to be faithful. A faithful person can be trusted. Jesus told the disciples that they
should be so well known for their integrity, that they should never have to take an oath. The
oaths of yesterday are the legal contracts of today. We can do almost nothing today without a
legal contract. Fifty years ago a handshake was considered binding. People felt keeping
one?s word was important. Today, our word means nothing because of a general lack of
societal integrity. Faithfulness is not just keeping our word, it is telling the truth.
The Bible reveals God?s faithfulness. He is absolutely trustworthy in all He has promised.
Faithfulness is just as critical in my actions. I need to be so consistent in my character, that
people know how I will respond in tough situations. It is critical for our witness to others that
we are beyond reproach. To grow in this area, we must: (1) stay close to God through prayer
and Bible study, letting Him penetrate our soul (Hebrews 4:11-13); (2) spend time in personal
evaluation (Psalm 139:23-24); and (3) let others hold us accountable (Proverbs 27:17). Trust
is at the heart of any good relationship?with God and others. God has held up His end of the
relationship. Are we ready to hold up ours?

Go
1. If God is faithful, why do we have a hard time trusting Him?
2. In what areas do you struggle to trust God?
3. Are you consistent in your words and actions?

Workout
Psalms 100:5; 101:6; Ephesians 4:25

Overtime

Lord, thank You for Your faithfulness. Show me Your ways so my character can be
strengthened and can be consistent and full of integrity. Guard my lips that I would only speak
truth. Amen.
Bible Reference:
James 5
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